Young Learners: Multimedia

Primary i-Box

Primary i-Dictionary

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson

Anna Wieczorek

to A2

LOW BEGINNER TO HIGH ELEMENTARY

to A1

LOW BEGINNER TO HIGH BEGINNER

A flexible resource for the interactive
whiteboard or computer and projector
M

¸ Easy to use

¸ Flexible teaching time

D-RO

C

D-RO

C

Seven lively, teacher-led games and
activities for the interactive whiteboard
or computer and projector

M
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¸ Suitable for YLE Starters preparation

¸ Compatible with both Mac and PC
¸ Lots of fun for both teachers and pupils!
Are you looking for stimulating vocabulary activities that you know your pupils
will enjoy? Do you want ready-made materials that can be used with any course or
coursebook? Then the Primary i-Box is just what you need!
Designed to make learning fun and encourage real communication in the
classroom, Primary i-Box contains customisable games that allow you to select the
vocabulary you want to practise. The CD-ROM includes all key vocabulary from the
Young Learners English (YLE) Starters, Movers and Flyers tests, and all spellings and
pronunciation are given in both British and American English.
Adapted from the popular Primary Boxes in the Cambridge Copy Collection, it will
appeal to a range of different teaching and learning styles.

At last – an innovative way to build your students’
vocabulary and develop their conﬁdence in English!
With pictures and pronunciation for EVERY word in
British and American English, as well as animated stories,
songs (plus karaoke versions), printable worksheets and
ﬂashcards, the Primary i-Dictionary makes learning new
vocabulary memorable and fun.
Ideal for general English classes and exam preparation
alike, the dictionary includes more than 300 words needed
for Cambridge Young Learners English (YLE) Starters tests.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

The spelling race, one of seven fun games on the Primary i-Box CD-ROM.

Primary i-Dictionary CD-ROM.

Anna Wieczorek
The perfect accompaniment to the Primary
i-Dictionary, this Picture Dictionary book contains
all the words from the CD-ROM plus activities.
Young learners will enjoy labelling the pictures,
then checking with the CD-ROM, as well as doing
crosswords, word searches, gap ﬁlls and colouring
activities.

Visit this webpage for free online resources and teaching tips and ideas for the Primary i-Box and Primary i-Dictionary.

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/primarymultimedia

NEW

G 201

Primary i-Dictionary
Picture Dictionary

IN

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/classware

0

To ﬁnd out more about using Primary multimedia software
in the classroom, see page 5 or visit:

SPR

Young Learners: Supplementary Materials

Cambridge

Copy
Collection

Cambridge
Young Readers
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These photocopiable resource books contain a wealth of games and
activities to ensure your lessons are always stimulating and fun.
LOW BEGINNER TO HIGH ELEMENTARY

to A2

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/ccc

For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Primary Communication Box

Consultant editor: Jean Glasberg
COMPLETE BEGINNER TO
HIGH ELEMENTARY

Speaking and listening activities for younger
learners

to A2

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson
Book.

Primary Grammar Box
Grammar games and activities for younger
learners

FINALIST
2006

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson
G 201

NEW

IN

Sab Will with Susannah Reed

0

Primary Music Box
Storybooks
These delightful storybooks are designed to help
teachers engage and support children in the early
stages of learning English.
Original stories and beautiful illustrations gradually
introduce children to the pleasure of reading. CDs
contain readings of all the titles, and at levels 3 and
4, selected titles are designed to be read as plays,
ideal for acting out in the classroom.
This course includes: Storybooks, Teacher’s Books, Audio CDs.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Song-based activites to help pupils
SPR
learn new vocabulary and improve their pronunciation
in an appealing and memorable way.
Book and Audio CD.

Primary Curriculum Box
Kay Bentley
Cross-curricular topic-based lessons for younger
learners. Suitable for teachers of General English or
CLIL.

Book.

Primary Pronunciation Box
Pronunciation games and activities for younger
learners

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson
Book and Audio CD.

Primary Reading Box
Reading activities and puzzles for younger
learners

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson
Book.

Book and Audio CD.

Primary Activity Box

M^o :e

G 201

NEW

Word games and activities for younger learners

Games and activities for younger learners

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson

Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson

Book.

Book and Audio CD.

IN

Peter Rees

0
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Primary Vocabulary Box

SPR

See also…
Monty’s
Alphabet Book

Factbooks
This brand new series of twenty factual books
encourages children’s natural curiosity by offering
answers to questions they ask about the world. It
can be used for independent reading and pair or
whole-class discussion.
The books help develop children’s reading and
research skills whilst also engaging them in the
world around them. Suitable for general English and
bilingual education classes.
This course includes: Factbooks, Audio CDs, Teacher’s
Notes online.

For ISBN information visit:

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/
storybooks
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Cambridge Picture Dictionary
David Vale and Stephen Mullaney

BEGINNER
Dictionary and Project Book.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Cambridge Alphabet Book
Olga Gasparova

BEGINNER
Book.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Courses for Young Learners
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Hippo and
Friends
Claire Selby with Lesley McKnight

The course is so easy to teach: full-colour Teacher’s
Books contain step-by-step lesson plans, with plenty
of ideas for extra activities, along with useful hints
about classroom management techniques.

A1

COMPLETE BEGINNER

A popular pre-school course for 3–5 year-olds

¸ 3 levels
¸ A gentle introduction to English
Hippo and her friends – Monkey, Dog and Cat – are
sure to charm children and teachers alike as they
introduce English through lively songs and beautifully
illustrated stories.
With actions and activities to continually reinforce
new language, Hippo and her friends give an
introduction to the culture of English-speaking
countries, as well as teaching children how to share
and help others.

Mum and Dad can get involved in the learning
process, too: at the end of each unit, children can
make a simple ‘storybook’ to take home and enjoy.
t Appeals to different ability levels with extra
components such as the Hippo Puppet, Flashcards
and Story Posters
t Revises and recycles new language with involving
stories, games and craft activities
t Worksheet activities revise language learnt
t ‘Talk time’ activities provide simple speaking
practice. Use the Flashcards for more practice!
This course includes: Pupil’s Book, Teacher’s Book, Audio CD,
Flashcards, Story Posters, Photocopiable Extras.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.



The Hippo puppet makes learning fun





  


Hippo and Friends Pupil’s Book 2

In Spain Hippo and Friends is produced and distributed in association with Ediciones SM. Please contact
Ediciones SM for details: www.cambridge-sm.net

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/hippo

Courses for Young Learners

INCLUDES

Kid’s Box
Caroline Nixon and Michael Tomlinson

¸ 6 levels

For Interactive DVD

V

D

Bursting with bright ideas to inspire
you and your pupils!

to A2

M

COMPLETE BEGINNER TO
HIGH ELEMENTARY

D-RO

¸ Suitable for YLE preparation
Kid’s Box gives children a conﬁdent start to learning
English, and makes lessons a joy for teachers. Perfect
for general use, it also fully covers the syllabus of the
Cambridge Young Learners English (YLE) tests.

NEW
LEVELS

The loveable members of the Star family will delight
young learners as they introduce new language
through amusing stories and practise it with fantastic
songs and activities that make learning a joy.
Key language is continually revised and recycled
to build conﬁdence, and a focus on communicative
activities ensures that children use the language in a
‘no-pressure’ context. Levels 5 and 6 focus strongly
on skills and encourage reading for pleasure with a
series of superb comic stories.
Teachers get plenty of extra support, too: the
Interactive DVD involves pupils with different
abilities and learning styles, while extension and
reinforcement activities in the Teacher’s Resource
Packs make it easy to reinforce target language.

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/kidsbox

Kid’s Box Classware level 4

Kid’s Box Greek version will be available in Spring 2010. Please
contact your local Cambridge University Press representative for
details. There are also French, Polish and Spanish versions available.

Kid’s Box Interactive DVD level 1
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Kid’s Box Classware brings together the Pupil’s Book
and class audio in one handy disk. Suitable for use
with an interactive whiteboard or computer and
projector, it’s a convenient and engaging way to
encourage ‘heads-up’ participation in your lessons.
t Cross-cultural and cross-curricular sections build
on learners’ knowledge of the world outside the
classroom
t Unique sections practise pronunciation in a nonthreatening context
t YLE-type tests in levels 2, 4 and 6 familiarise
learners with the format of the Cambridge YLE
tests
This course includes: Pupil’s Book, Activity Book, Activity Book
with CD-ROM, Teacher’s Book, Teacher’s Resource Pack, Audio
CDs, Flashcards, Language Portfolio, Interactive DVD, Classware.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

NEW

Also available: Monty’s Alphabet Book –
recognise and practise the formation of all
the letters of the alphabet. Can be used to
supplement Kid’s Box or with any course.
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Courses for Young Learners

Primary Colours
Diana Hicks and Andrew Littlejohn
COMPLETE BEGINNER TO
HIGH ELEMENTARY

to A2

¸ 6 levels
¸ Strong focus on cognitive development
Primary Colours gets your pupils thinking, making
and doing things for themselves, right from the start.
Motivating craft activities and project work give
tangible evidence of their accomplishments, while
engaging characters – along with adventurous stories,
lively songs, puzzles and games – keep enthusiasm
levels high.
Carefully chosen topics encourage children to think
about the world around them and, at higher levels,
are linked to other subject areas in the school
curriculum. ‘Know it all’ sections in levels 4 and
5 combine the English language with real-world
contexts, giving children more motivation to learn.

Primary Colours
is dynamic and
exuberant – there's never
a dull moment!
Catherine Johnson-Stefanidou, Teacher, Greece.
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2 Which is the
smallest planet?
a Earth
b Mars
c Mercury
d Neptune
3 Which is the nearest
planet to Earth?
a Mars
b Venus
c Jupiter
d Neptune

&W

'

4 How long does
it take for the
Earth to go
around the sun?
a 24 hours
b 365¼ days
c 7 days
d 28 days
5 What are the
stars that we see
in the sky?
a planets
b suns
c moons
d meteors

t Specially written to develop pupils’ cognitive skills
t Self-evaluation sections in the Activity Book create
a real sense of achievement
t Songs and Stories CDs are ideal for lively home
study. Mum and Dad can join in, too!
This course includes: Pupil’s Book, Activity Book, Teacher’s Book,
Class Audio CDs, Songs and Stories Audio CD,
Vocabulary Cards*.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.
* Vocabulary Cards available at levels Starter and 1 only.

A six-level American English
version, Primary Colors, is
available. Please contact
your Cambridge University
Press representative for
details.

The night sky

What do you know about space? Answer the questions. Then compare with your friend.

1 How many planets
are there?
a seven
b eight
c nine
d ten

The Teacher’s Book contains photocopiable
worksheets, progress tests and extra ideas for
classroom activities, with further support and practical
tips in the ‘A–Z of teaching young learners’.

(V

Do you know what these things are? Match the descriptions and the pictures.

6 Is there life on other planets?
a Yes, of course.
b No, of course not.
c We don’t know.
d There was before,
but not now.
a This is the moon. The moon is
dead. There is no air on the moon.
At night it is very cold. In the day,
it is very hot.

7 What is in space?
a nothing
b air
c gases
d water

c

8 Why can’t we see the stars in the day?
a They aren’t there.
b The sun is brighter than the stars.
c They are on the other side of the
Earth.
d They only make light at night.

b This is a meteor. A meteor is a piece
of rock. When it comes near the earth,
it burns. We can see a bright light.

This is a star. Stars are made of
burning gas. Stars twinkle. They
twinkle because the light comes to
us through the air. The air is moving.

e This is a galaxy. A galaxy is a lot of
stars. Our galaxy is called the Milky
Way. Sometimes, the sky looks like milk.

d This is a planet. Sometimes, we can
see a planet in the sky. It doesn’t
twinkle like stars.

f

This is a comet. A comet is ice and
dust. When it goes near the sun,
it makes a tail.

Listen to Professor Know It All. Check your answers.
Listen and write the names of the planets.
Mercury

Neptune
Earth

(W

YOUR
PROJECT

Listen and check your answers.

Jupiter
Uranus
Mars

Work with a friend. Ask and answer.

Find out about a planet.
Make a poster.

Why do stars twinkle?

L

What is a comet made of?

Venus
Saturn
the Sun
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Mercury

L

What is the Milky Way?

Why can we see meteors?

L
L
L

Is it big?
What colour is it?
Has it got any moons?
How far is it from Earth?
Is it hot? Is it cold?
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Primary Colours Pupil's Book 4
Primary Colours Italian, Spanish and Middle East versions
are available. Please contact your Cambridge University Press
representative for details.

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/primarycolours

Courses for Young Learners

Playway to English
Second edition
Günter Gerngross and Herbert Puchta
COMPLETE BEGINNER TO
HIGH BEGINNER

NEW
EDITION

to A1

¸ 4 levels
Both pupils and teachers will love the
DV D
second edition of this hugely popular course.
Packed with new features, it nevertheless retains the
character that made the original such a classroom
favourite.
Children learn through play, initially building
conﬁdence through listening and speaking; reading
and writing skills are cultivated from level 2. Songs,
chants and Total Physical Response activities make
lessons a delight, while new cross-curricular sections
build their knowledge of the world outside the
classroom.

13

Language is revised regularly with ‘Show what you
can do’ sections; new ‘Word play’ activities teach
them to be independent and create new sentences
using ﬂexible chants and rhymes. The Activity Book
CD-ROM has a rich assortment of activities, perfect
for stimulating home study, and at levels 3 and 4
Activity Books give lots of support with the guided
writing sections, ‘My texts’.
The exciting new DVDs introduce your pupils to
everyday language through engaging cartoon stories,
funny sketches and short, entertaining ﬁlms. An ideal
model for pronunciation practice, the ﬁlms also give
pupils an insight into British culture.
This course includes: Pupil’s Book, Activity Book with CD-ROM,
Teacher’s Book, Teacher’s Resource Pack with Audio CD, Class
Audio CD, Cards Pack, DVD.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

See also…
Playway to English Pupil’s Book 1

Primary
Reading Box
Page 9

Please note that the original Playway to English course
is still available. Please contact your local Cambridge
University Press representative for details.

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/playway

Cambridge
Young
Readers
Page 9
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Courses for Young Learners

Join Us for
English
Günter Gerngross and Herbert Puchta
COMPLETE BEGINNER TO
LOW ELEMENTARY

to A1

¸ 5 levels
¸ Activities cater for multiple intelligences
Join Toby the Tiger, Pit and Pat the wizards and
Magic the Cat as they discover a whole new world
of English!
This fully updated edition of the highly popular Join
In makes it easy to motivate young learners. Based
on the theory of Multiple Intelligences, the course
contains a variety of activities to meet the needs of
different learning styles, while cartoon stories, songs
and action stories make lessons sparkle. The animated
videos contain both sung and karaoke versions of the
songs, too.
Topics and culture pages teach children about life
in English-speaking countries while ‘Project Time’
sections and writing activities* create a content-rich,
cross-curricular scheme of learning, based on CEF
guidelines.
Clear and comprehensive Teacher’s Books provide an
abundance of additional activities, as well as pageby-page ideas for mixed-ability classes.
t Total Physical Response activities reinforce the
language learned
t Pupils can monitor their own progress with
motivating revision sections and a separate
Language Portfolio for each level

Join Us for English
This course includes: Pupil’s Book, Activity Book, Teacher’s Book,
Pupil’s Book Audio CD, Songs Audio CD, Activity Book Audio CD,
Flashcards, Language Portfolio, Video, DVD.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

*from level 2 onwards

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/joinus

Günter Gerngross and
Herbert Puchta
COMPLETE
BEGINNER TO
LOW ELEMENTARY

to A1

This course includes: Pupil’s Book, Activity Book, Teacher’s Book,
Audio CD, Video, Flashcards, English with Toby CD-ROM, On
Holiday with Toby Pack.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Günter Gerngross and Herbert Puchta
COMPLETE BEGINNER TO BEGINNER

These fun CD-ROMs include illustrated
dictionaries, word puzzles, listening and
colouring activities, karaoke…and lots
more!

to A1

D-RO

C

This fun, ﬁve-level course for
young learners provides a
motivating and enjoyable way
to learn English. Based on the
theory of Multiple Intelligences,
it contains a variety of activities to meet the needs of
children with different learning styles.

English with Toby
CD-ROM

M

Join In

They can be used independently, with levels 2–4 of
Join Us for English or with levels 3–5 of Cool English.
The ‘Help’ option is available in ten languages:
English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Turkish.

Pupil’s Book 2

Join Us for English is published by Cambridge University Press in
association with ELI.
Join Us for English Polish and Greek versions are also available.
Please contact your Cambridge University Press representative
for details.
In Italy Join Us for English is produced and distributed by Eli,
PO Box 6, 62019 Recanti, Italy. Tel: 071 750701. Please contact ELI
for details.

Cool English, a six-level version
of Join In, is also available.
Please contact your Cambridge
University Press representative
for details.
In Spain Cool English is produced
and distributed in association
with Ediciones SM.
Please contact Ediciones SM for details:
www.cambridge-sm.net

Ó www.cambridge.org/elt/joinin

See also…

Join In is published by Cambridge University Press in association
with ELI.

Multiple
Intelligences
in EFL

Join In French, Spanish and Polish versions are also available.
Please contact your Cambridge University Press representative
for details.
In Italy Join In is produced and distributed by ELI, PO Box 6, 62019
Recanti, Italy. Tel: 071 750701. Please contact ELI for details.
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